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20 years, 95 miles, 185 million years: a celebration of the Jurassic Coast 

Thursday 8th April 2021 
 

• 20 years old – World Heritage Site – outstanding universal value – in 2001. 1121 World 

Heritage Sites in the world – 869 cultural, 213 natural, 39 mixed. Jurassic Coast was 

designated a World Heritage Site due to its ‘outstanding geological features’. Other examples 

include Florence, Cornish mines. 

• Bikini Atoll – 2010 – designated as a world heritage site due to its ‘moment in history’ as the 

place of the first nuclear test. Hiroshima was added as a world heritage site in 1996. 

Auschwitz is also a world heritage site.  

• 83 geological sites on the world heritage sites e.g. volcanoes, glaciers, fjords, karst, fossil sites. 

Giants Causeway is the only other geological world heritage site in the UK.  

• Outstanding universal value of Jurassic Coast – rocks, fossils and landforms. Globally important 

and must be protected for future generations.  

• Jurassic Coast stretches across Mesozoic period – western edge has Triassic rocks, Jurassic 

rocks in the middle, and early Cretaceous rocks on the eastern edge. Rocks are formed 

horizontally but have become tilted and become progressively younger as you move eastwards 

towards Studland. This is due to tectonic forces tilting the rocks, erosion creating a flat 

surface and then more Cretaceous rocks deposited on top.  

• Oldest rocks – 250 millions years ago – Triassic rocks – UK was situated in the rain shadow 

region of the ancient Pangea continent – Central Pangean Mountains. This created a dry and 

arid desert which created sandstone deposits. Fossil evidence is extremely rare – some remains 

of Rhynchosaurs found near Sidmouth.  

• Early Jurassic – 195 million years ago – Pangea splitting apart. Deep vast seas but sea level 

was rising and falling on a cyclical basis – swamps/rivers forming when sea level was low. 

Evolution of marine reptiles which dominated this period. Lots of ammonites – area is rich is 

Jurassic fossils.  Ichthyosaur, Belemnite, Pliosaurs also common  

• Late Cretaceous – 94 million years ago – sea level is falling and the UK is rising above the 

water due to tectonic forces. Dinosaur footprints – Sauropod footprints found in disused 

quarries. Scientists think that Dorset was a superhighway to the Isle of Wight – which was a 

breeding ground for dinosaurs. Megalosaurus, Goniopholis (large crocodile), Sauropod and 

Hylaeochelys (turtle) fossils found – dangerous, swampy environment.  

• Ladram Based Stacks (western edge of Jurassic Coast) – formed via cave, arch, stack 

sequence.  

• Black Ven Landslide – largest in Europe. Made up of interleaved beds of limestone, sandstone, 

clay. Rainfall saturating clay causing it to move downwards under gravity. Sea erodes the toe of 

the landslide. 

• Chesil Beach – Fleet Lagoon – Pebbles get smaller as you move along. Portland is a tombolo. 

Definitely a barrier beach formed by sea – level rise. Look up Sandar – glacial outwash plain 

• Durdle Door – famous coastal arches – formed out of Portland Limestone – very resistant rock 

to erosion.  

• Lulworth Cove – perfect horseshoe cove – formed by erosion/weathering -  Concordant Coastline 

• Old Harry Rocks  

• World Heritage Site – coastal defences are a threat towards this status. Conflict of interest 

between naturally eroding coastline with communities needing defending.  

 

 

 



 

 

Updating pedagogy for Post-16 geography teaching 

Friday 9th April 2021 
 

• Recommended book – ‘Connect the dots’ – Tricia Taylor – relationships/memory/mindsets 

• Teaching about memory can help with AO2 

• Showing a photograph is better on PPT with no words/text – rather than slides with text and 

pictures (dual coding).  

• Analogy – the brain is like a messy wardrobe, but retrieval helps organise the wardrobe so 

knowledge is more easily accessed.  

• Low stakes quizzing – students do like it and helps build a sense of reward/improvement over 

time.  

• Print out questions on quiz sheet – for example @ploguey. Get students to highlight the 

questions they are getting wrong and retest. Could collect marks to track progress over time. 

• Recommended book – ‘Retrieval practice’ – Kate Jones. 

• Cornell Notetaking – after lesson, students condense knowledge 

• Schemata – interconnected webs of information which improves knowledge schema. We learn 

new information by connecting it to existing knowledge.  

• At the start of the course – embed key knowledge so it is secure.  

• Direct instruction – plan your explanations. Present material in small steps, organise information 

and use analogies / models.  

• Structure of Earth e.g. orange with peel is less dense, orange without peel is more dense. 

Heavier metals sink towards the core – link this to the earth structure from GCE. 

• Granite/basalt – rich in silica found at core. Peridotite (a rock rich in iron and magnesium) – 

found in mantle.  

• Mechanical strength – chomp bar in fridge vs room temperature chomp bar. 

• Build up diagram / label diagram in small steps. Ask questions throughout whilst building up 

with students. 

• Tier 3 words – we’re good at this but not Tier 2 words. Build vocabulary – image + word on one 

side, etymology and activity on the back – see post from @thecuriousgeographer  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Key Concepts in the Geography Curriculum  

Friday 9th April 2021 
 

• WJEC/EDUQAS resources on A level concepts – https://resources.eduqas.co.uk 

• Content = context + concepts. Students must have a good grasp of key ideas or concepts – 

‘threshold concepts’. No one can agree on definite concepts for Geography. New Zealand has 

humanities based key concepts.  

• Feedback cycle e.g. cycle of deprivation in urban areas. Concepts should be shared with students.  

• Other disciplines have similar concepts e.g. history has causation, business management has 

globalisation.  

• A level mentions that at GCSE the concepts are place, space, scale and environment – these 

concept underpin the GCSE and national curricular at KS3.  

• Could the A level key concepts be used within exam answers – for AQA these include place, risk, 

equilibrium, adaptation, mitigation, globalisation, system and sustainability.  

• How globalised is my high street? Thinking about people, food and chain stores. Do this as 

virtual fieldwork? This could be done at KS3. GCSE include an index – e.g. a quantitative skill?  

• At KS3 – globalisation is contested? Some people like it, others don’t. At A level – some people 

don’t like particular strands of globalisation e.g. migration but may like having access to Netflix.  

• Place – our local place at KS3. At GCSE consider real vs experienced place. At A – level consider 

the multi-scalar aspect. Don’t leave place to just A level teaching. 

• Development – socio-economic at KS3. At GCSE – cultural-political aspects. A level – critique 

development. 

• Scale – local/global at KS3, micro/meso/macro at GCSE, and multi-scalar governance at A level.  

• Vulnerability/risk – A level consider the vulnerability within groups rather than a population as 

a whole.  

• Dynamic equilibrium – eustatic and isostatic change – an example of dynamic equilibrium. 

 

Getting our Geography Geek on 

Friday 9th April 2021 
 

• Most effective teachers are those that have deep knowledge of subject content – M. Esner. 

There needs to be a real change in school culture to provide opportunities to develop subject 

knowledge.  

• Do an Audit of the department – be honest about the gaps – could this be done via forms? 

Address gaps in knowledge – e.g. department meetings to teach each other different concepts, 

present knowledge to members of knowledge, have a go at exam questions and mark each 

others.  

• Laura May Rowlands – TES June 2020 article – share rationale to department – e.g. I have 

gaps in subject knowledge. Know your department strengths and opportunities. Plan 

department meetings to allow for discussion and feedback e.g. mini-lecture style teaching.  

• Hot / lukewarm / cold  - audit. Open ended questions – are there any particular topic areas you 

want to focus on. Ask the question ‘what would help you best update your subject knowledge?’ 

• 1st attempt - Subject knowledge bulletin – something to watch, something to read and 

something to listen to – have a look at one of these things before department meeting. 

Problem – did not have the time to complete these tasks.  

• 2nd attempt - 15 minute weekly department meeting – use the time to read an article and time 

to discuss it.  



 

 

• www.futurelearn.com – have a look at these. 

• The Conversation – academic rigour  

• Time for Geography 

• Encountered.com/cpd – useful knowledge on oceans 

• What Planet are we on? Liz Bonnin (Podcast) 

• Kate Stockings – reading lists. @geoliteracy on twitter. 

• Geography Education Online – GEO – ppts etc. Live events/past events. 

• Geography directions – blog.geographydirections.com 

• Articles – geographyreview, wideworld, teaching geography. Get subscription for Geography 

review and wideworld.  

• FT.com has free subscription for schools.  

 

 

The Plate Tectonic Story 

Friday 9th April 2021 
 

• www.earthlearningidea.com 

• Geobattleships – earthquakes and volcanoes. Can differentiate this to show shield and 

composite volcanoes or shallow/intermediate/deep earthquakes. 

• Depth of earthquake – is there a pattern linked to types of plate boundaries? Shallows areas 

tend to be in the middle of oceans whereas where S/I/D earthquakes are found at the edge of 

continents.  

• Global heat flow map – measures the heat coming off the Earth – hotter areas are found in 

the middle of continents. 

• Why are the Earth’s tectonic plates called plates. Like a smashed plate – why does it break? 

Solid and rigid. 

• Primary waves – push waves – go through all types of matter 

• Secondary waves – shear waves – go through only solids 

• P and S waves are not surface waves – when P and S waves reach the surface, they transform 

into surface waves.  

• Asthenosphere >95% solid  

• Crust is part of lithosphere but refers to chemical composition – two types – oceanic and 

continental crust 

• Lithosphere refers to state – solid layer. 

• Mars Bar analogy – caramel is the solid but will flow. Lithosphere is the brittle surface layer.  

• Potty Putty – like the mantle – can flow but can also fracture.  The mantle is an elastic solid. 

• Mantle is complicated – not necessarily convection currents. Idea of convection can from Arthur 

Holmes 1944  

•  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwfNGatxUJI 

• Ridge Push – push upped at constructive margins and then slides down due to gravity.  

• Mantle drag is caused by convection currents – although not large convection cells are initially 

theorised.  

• Melting – decompression – this is at constructive margins / injection of water at subduction 

zone – decreases the melting point (not friction or heat from mantle) / rising magma 

• Constructive margin – tension pulling apart plate causes earthquakes  

http://www.futurelearn.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwfNGatxUJI


 

 

• Men of Rock: Moving mountains video clip – shows how continental-continental convergence 

works.  

 

Fieldwork in the new normal 

Friday 9th April 2021 

 
Geography in the news 

• Getting through content – fieldwork has taken a back seat. However, fieldwork does help 

develop skills and knowledge. 

• Our perception of space has changed / come into sharper focus over the last year – COVID19 

impacts – it has become less abstract and more real to us/has become more widely understood. 

We have become aware of the concept of social distancing in various geographical defined 

spaces. Public behaviour has been scrutinised in these spaces e.g. whether the use of space 

causes conflict between users or whether a vigil/demonstration is ethically acceptable during 

lockdown restrictions.  

• Changing patterns of work – will more people work from home? Will there be a demand for city 

centre space in the future? Might we see a reduced demand for apartments in inner city and 

increased demand for homes in the countryside 

• Decline of the high street – in 2020, 17,500 stores were closed and 7,665 new stores opened. 

Lockdown restrictions accelerated an existing trend of online retailing. How will hospitality 

businesses respond when restrictions ease? Will the night-time economy recover? How will town 

centres adapt to these changes? 

 

The need for progression in planning fieldwork from KS3 to NEA 

• Fieldwork enquiry is a cyclical processes – plan – collect – present – apply – review  

• Prior focus in fieldwork tended to be on the collection of data and how that data is presented. 

Less on the analysis and evaluation of results. E.g. lengthy controlled assessment pieces focused 

on these parts rather than latter.  

• In a quality fieldwork enquiry, students are actively engaged in each stage of the enquiry 

sequence. Students become critical thinkers rather than passive participants – students are 

now able to justify their decisions and evaluate the process.  

o Creating aims and selecting appropriate questions 

o Selecting measuring and recording data 

o Processing  

• Models of fieldwork enquiry – closed enquiry / framed enquiry / independent enquiry. 

 



 

 

• Skills that students need to demonstrate during fieldwork enquiry – interpret (reading the 

data and inferring meaning), collect (knowledge of research – their reliability, accuracy and 

validity), present (understanding data types and a range of suitable methods) and select 

(selecting and justifying appropriate methods of data presentation)  

• Simple or sophisticated data 

 
 

• Simple text analysis – highlighting text for advantages and disadvantages etc 

• Has the department planned progression through KS3 to GCSE of numeracy/graphical and 

cartographical skills? 

 

Safe fieldwork after reopening.  

 

 
• Virtual fieldwork – the use of What 3 Words allows students to visit specific locations in a 

virtual world or create their own fieldtrips.  

• Photo elicitation – take photos of things that you like / dislike of the local area – maybe good 

for Y7 homework project on place 

• Student forum – take pictures of school site – like/dislike – and then map them on a picture of 

the school ground.  

• Google Streetview – look at change overtime using old photos 

• Photograph annotations – e.g. delivery van park on pavement SO …… THIS MEANS THAT ….. 

or e.g. trees are planted SO they absorb particulate matter THIS MEANS THAT there is an 

improvement in air quality.  

• Making spaces safer in the local context – fieldwork can be used to investigate the ways in 

which streets can be made safer e.g. accessibility, textured paving, use of CCTV 

• Accessibility index 

• Cleanliness Index – litter, graffiti and fly posting. 



 

 

• Sound mapping to record their experience of different urban environments such as 

pedestrianised streets, urban parks, towpaths 

• Pedestrian behaviour in a local context 

• Carbon stores in a local context – measure the girth of trees as a simple indicator of the carbon 

content of trees on school site.  

• A guide to fieldwork in …. Books on the GA website 

 

Supporting students through the transition from GCSE to A Level 

Saturday 10th April 2021 
 

• Three key challenges around the GCSE-A level transition: 

o Developing study skills (reading, organisation, time-management, note talking, essay 

writing, language acquisition) 

o Geographical thinking 

o Affiliation and learning culture  

• Developing study skills: 

o Promoting wider reading – using Flipboard - wider reading lists and logs. Flipboard – 

create magazines that link to different topics at A level. Wider reading logs for 

geofactsheets, geographical magazine, books (maybe a chapter). Post16/HE reading list 

available via the GA. NEA lit review reading task: 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ui_UKOtlmW2VsL7iX1nPRJ2gCL3PFTfX/view  

o News stories – mapping activity – provide students with a blank world map to annotate 

o Online scrapbook – Padlet and Jamboard – read University of Sussex Blog on setting up 

online scrapbook (link via PPT) – e.g. https://padlet.com/lrowe6/gx4kvh84wb1qr3fz or 

https://padlet.com/ltunley1/lsb6n81vl8tsw1q0  

o Showcasing outstanding organisation – students provide screencasts.  

o What does independent learning look like? - @HecticTeacher on Twitter. 1. Recalling key 

vocabulary - make a quizlet, flashcards or list and test yourself regularly, returning to 

topics after you have studied them 2. Summarising your learning every 1-2 weeks. Try 

using a mind map (paper or online) to do this 3. Adding to your lesson notes from the 

other textbooks (OUP on Kerboodle, Cambridge textbook in the library) 4. Pre-reading 

for the next lesson. 5. Making a list of all the examples we have mentioned in class, as 

well as from the textbook and anything else you read or watch or listen to. Test yourself 

on these regularly so you can recall them. 6. Keeping track of your learning using the 

specification, ticking it off as we go. You could RAG rate it too, to help you prioritise your 

revision 7. Keeping track of your progress - grades and feedback. This includes choosing 

to rewrite answers following feedback, and handing them in 8. Writing a plan for an 

answer and discussing it with me before you write it Further study: reading, watching, 

or listening to one thing  

• Geographical thinking: 

o Developing AO2 using past questions – structure thinking around questions e.g. ‘does 

magnitude affect the scale of the hazard?’, ‘which hazards are regional/global?’, ‘which 

hazards are concentrated locally?’, ‘do you agree/disagree’. To what extent – Eduqas 

website.  

o Developing geographical thinking using infographics - @missgeog92  

o Enable students to complete a MOOC or similar – i.e. open access courses e.g. Future 

Learn – ‘Tipping Points: Climate and Society’. 

o Use Time for Geography 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ui_UKOtlmW2VsL7iX1nPRJ2gCL3PFTfX/view
https://padlet.com/lrowe6/gx4kvh84wb1qr3fz
https://padlet.com/ltunley1/lsb6n81vl8tsw1q0


 

 

o FSC & Encounter Edu – videos e.g. FSC on Investigating Place. 

• Affiliation and learning culture: 

o Introduce students to the course 

o Record a lesson / screencast for applicants 

o Record something in a fieldwork location 

o Share the handbook – find this sfc sixth form handbook (Stoke College). 

o Perceptions of current students 

o Andrew.barker@stokesfc.ac.uk 

 

Effectively integrating real life examples in Geography 

Saturday 10th April 2021 
 

• Ways we can integrate real life examples into your lessons. The Hook ‘Doug Lemov’, retrieval 

practice ‘Michael Chiles’, Dual Coding ‘Oliver Caviglioli’. 

• Challenge – high challenge, low threat. We need to encounter words multiple times for them to 

part of our vocabulary.  

• Hook - Storytelling – telling / showing students a story adds engagement e.g. Aral Sea – the 

sea that dried up in 40 years. Y8 lesson – where is Aral sea? What has happened? How does it 

link to the cotton industry? 

• Hook - Diamond Ranking – most important to least important with interesting facts e.g. 

effects and responses. 

• Hook - Fishbone structure 

• Retrieval practice – Little and often – focus on key case – study knowledge rather than just 

geographical knowledge.  

• Use key words throughout to encourage tier 3 vocab – push for this when questioning students 

too. Link to core knowledge such as processes of erosion. Bring back key figures e.g. death tolls 

to link into your lessons. Link topics together and interleave difference concepts to allow 

students to re-learn them many times.  

• Retrieval practice strategy below - Red is anywhere, green is very specific.  

 
• Distinctive images – one image on a slide. Little to no text e.g. picture of church/burial cross for 

typhoon Haiyan.  

• Analyse images – e.g. Nepal earthquake 2015. Teacher minds maps around the picture. IDEAL 

analysis 

• Mindmaps with logos e.g. internetgeography and importance of tropical rainforests.  

• Olicav image to help explain dual coding.  
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Developing anti-racist approaches to GCSE Content 

10th April 2021 
 

• The role of race and racism is overlooked in geography. This alienates many students and 

fosters an incomplete understanding of geographical issues.  

• Any case-study – consider these three questions: What are the gaps in the traditional 

narrative e.g. empire/race? What are the demographics of the area? Who are the players and 

who has the power? 

• Rio de Janiero – LIC/NEE case-study – traditional narrative – recently become a city of global 

importance, growth in the last 50 years, attracts immigrants from around the world, illegal 

settlements called favelas. Incomplete story. 

• Rio de Janeiro’s forgotten legacy of slavery shadows the Olympics – slave trade abolished in 

1888. 2000-2010 the black population grew at a high rate. White population has decreased – 

but many people have changed their identity to mixed race leading to reduction in white 

population. At least 22% of the population live in the favelas – but half of those are Afro-

Brazilian. Police brutality is felt more within the black population rather than white population. 

RioOnWatch – website for stories within favelas.  

• To what extent does urban areas in LICs/NEEs provide social and economic opportunities for 

people? E.g. police brutality disproportionately impacts black population – opportunity is the 

anti-racist community organisation. However, on smaller scale than police force. 

  
• Typhoon Haiyan – traditional narrative - local people are impacted, looting breaks out, the 

response is led by international agencies. However - Looting – government did have large 

warehouses full of food, but was not distributed to population, so broke in – 8 people died due 

to wall collapse but this story was widely reported as looting.  

• Response strategies focused on industries dominated by men – e.g. fishermen. Sari-sari stores 

for women – however NGO training excluded women with care-giving responsibilities – didn’t 

work for all women, some sold stock due to competition from other sari-sari stores / lack of 

diversification. One size fits all approach – didn’t work – led to too much competition between 

individuals creating tension within the community.   



 

 

• Using a named example, evaluate the immediate and long-term responses to tropical storms. 

 
 

 

Being Head of Geography – Navigating the complexities of departmental 

leadership. 

Saturday 10th April  

 

• Leadership defines the destination, management gets us to the destination. Need to strike the 

balance between leadership and management. Inexperience staff – more management, stable 

team – leadership i.e. defining the destination.  

• Roy Blatchford – the three minute leader. Prioritise – fewer priorities. Importance of vision – 

difficult to move department meetings beyond admin, different schemes of work lacked 

coherence, risk of a lack of progression

 
• Bring vision to life – share thinking behind it not just see the surface features 

• Tightening up is important but so is loosening up. 

• Be transparent about your rationale  



 

 

• Learn the identity of the team - how do they see the department? The school? Where are 

th3y in their careers? – not all teachers are actually interested in Geography – some just see 

Geography as a lens to teaching 

• A set department meeting is essential – preparation for this meeting is essential.  

• Realise how important autonomy is to you and provide others the same 

• Difficult conversations – write things down/prepare for them – remove the emotion from them 

 

Adding mastery, breadth and depth to the curriculum through homework 

Saturday 10th April 
 

• ‘The evidence shows that the impact of homework, on average, is five months’ additional 

progress’ EEF April 2020  

• Homework is most effective when used as a short and focused intervention.  

• Ofsted shifts focus away from homework – it is up to schools to decide whether or not they 

set it for their pupils.  

• Homework is most effective when it involves practice or rehearsal of subject matter already 

taught. Complex, open ended homework is often least effective whereas frequent, short 

homework which is closely monitored by teachers is more likely to have an impact. Homework 

menus not effective.  

• Purpose, efficiency, ownership, competence and aesthetic appeal 

 
• Meanwhile, nearby or meanwhile, elsewhere – as an example taken from History. This became 

‘How is this different to …. ‘ e.g whilst students are learning about one child policy in China, the 

homework would be to investigate ‘code de la famile’ in France. 

• Give students the article e.g. impacts of India’s monsoon. Students then complete a quiz using 

MS Forms. This would be better for marking purposes ☺   

 


